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Abstract 

Many optimization models are limited with respect to 

the management of inconsistency between the optimiza-

tion goals. As consequence, these models in many cases 

achieve results that are optimal for the model but not 

for the problem. In real world problems the optimiza-

tion goals are usually partly conflicting. Independence 

of goals as precondition usually does not hold and utili-

ty functions based on weighted sums only do not really 

help. In this paper we describe an application of an op-

timization model based on interactions between goals to 

workforce management. Workforce management is a 

relevant representative multi-goal real world resource 

planning optimization problem. 

Keywords: Real world optimization problem, fuzzy 

interactions between goals, resource planning, conflict-

ing goals 

1. Introduction  

In [6] it is already discussed that many decision mak-

ing approaches [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] are limited 

with respect to the management of inconsistency be-

tween decision goals or do not consider the issue ex-

plicitly. A similar category of limitation is observed 

with respect to optimization goals, too. The conse-

quence of this limitation is that the models are rather 

not applicable for real world problems when the exact-

ness of the results must optimize the let’s say last ten 

percent of the optimization potential.  

The limitations result from the fact that different ag-

gregation approaches are suitable for different types of 

aggregation situations such as merging uncertain infor-

mation or aggregation of preference profiles [2]. In real 

world optimization a mixture of types of aggregation is 

required from optimization to optimization. Roughly 

speaking, depending on the optimization situation the 

reliability of information sources is a result of conflict 

analysis between the goals. Also depending on the op-

timization situation preference rankings vary from state 

to state of the decision situation. Therefore aggregation 

for decision under uncertainty comes into play. Addi-

tionally, if different rankings of the decision alterna-

tives are individually derived from the point of view of 

each goal, aspects of aggregation in the sense of mul-

ticriteria decision making arise. All these aspects have 

to be considered simultaneously in an optimization 

framework. In optimization the suitability of different 

types of aggregation depends more on the question to 

which extent there are trade-offs or redundancies or 

even synergies between goals. Therefore it is hardly 

possible to find a single aggregation approach that inte-

grates all the mentioned requirements simultaneously. 

In real world optimization many times it has to be cal-

culated dynamically from decision situation to decision 

situation how and to which extent the goals interact. 

Therefore automated calculation of the type of interac-

tion is more important compared to rather static deci-

sions in a classical sense where the structure of the de-

cision situation may be a priority well understood. 

In a former work [7] it is discussed in which way a 

decision making approach based on interactions be-

tween goals (DMIG) is adapted to the aggregation of 

inconsistent preference information in complex decision 

situations [8]. There it is shown that decision making 

based on interactions between decision goals is better 

applicable to the calculation of complex decisions com-

pared to (monocentric) concepts based on utility func-

tions and weighted sums. Since in DMIG the interac-

tions between the goals are calculated first and after this 

calculation the way of aggregation is selected it is not 

pre-assumed that the goals are redundant or in conflict 

per se. This aspect is different compared to other aggre-

gation approaches. 

It turned out that when using DMIG the complexity 

of the aggregation process is not higher than polynomi-

al per decision. Since the model has been successfully 

applied to many real world problems [5] it clearly 

helped to manage many complex aggregation processes.  

In this paper we show a new real world application in 

a context of partly inconsistent optimization goals in 

complex resource planning.  

The application is the so called workforce manage-

ment optimization problem. In workforce management 

a set of tasks have to be mapped to teams of employees, 

the so called workforce. More precisely the problem is 

how to attach tasks to resources in a way that all tasks 

are finished in time, the capacities of the resources are 

optimally used and a set of additional limitations are 

optimally exploited. In this sense workforce manage-

ment is representative for many real world resource 

planning problems. The limitations are understood as 

key performance indicators (KPIs) that express the 

quality of a solution.  

In this paper we show that an optimization heuristic 

based on the evaluation of relationships between deci-

sion goals helps to solve this representative problem in 

an efficient way. The optimization with multiple goals 
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is understood as an iteration process of multiple goals 

decisions.  

In the subsequent sections first for better readability 

of the paper, we repeat the description of the decision 

making approach based on interactions between deci-

sion goals (that has initially been developed at the be-

ginning of the nineties, see also [6]) and show how it is 

used for optimization. Then we describe the problem of 

workforce management as an optimization problem. 

After this we describe, based on some examples of op-

timization goals, their modeling in terms of the DMIG. 

Finally, we discuss the results and conclude with some 

closing remarks. 

2. Decision making based on interactions between 

goals  

In the following it is shown how an explicit modeling 

of interactions between decision goals that are defined 

as fuzzy sets of decision alternatives helps to manage 

the complexity of the decision making and aggregation 

process. This modeling of the decision making and ag-

gregation process significantly differs from the related 

approaches and the way they manage complex decision 

situations. First the notion of positive and negative im-

pact sets is introduced. Then different types of interac-

tion between goals are defined. After this it is shown 

how interactions between goals are used in order to ag-

gregate pairs of goals to the so-called local decision 

sets. Then it is described how the local decision sets are 

used for the aggregation of a final decision set. The 

complexity of the different steps is discussed. 

 

2.1. Positive and negative impact sets  

Before we define interactions between goals as fuzzy 

relations, we introduce the notion of the positive impact 

set and the negative impact set of a goal. A more de-

tailed discussion can be found in [3],[4] and [5]. 

Def. 1a)  Let A be a non-empty and finite set of deci-

sion alternatives, G a non-empty and finite set of goals, 

A  G  1,0,,,  GgAa .  

For each goal g we define the two fuzzy sets Sg and Dg  

each from A into [0, 1] by: 

1. Positive impact function of the goal g: Sg(a):= , if a 

affects g positively with degree , Sg(a):=0 else.  

2. Negative impact function of the goal g: Dg(a):= , if a 

affects g negatively with degree , Dg(a):=0 else. 

Def. 1b)   Let Sg and Dg be defined as in Def. 1a).  

Sg is called the positive impact set of g and Dg the neg-

ative impact set of g. 

The set Sg contains alternatives with a positive impact 

on the goal g and  is the degree of the positive impact. 

In other words Sg could also be called the set of deci-

sion alternatives that are good for the goal g. The set Dg 

contains alternatives with a negative impact on the goal 

g and  is the degree of the negative impact. In other 

words Dg could also be called the set of decision alter-

natives that are bad for the goal g. 

 

2.2. Interactions between goals  

Let P(A) be the set of all fuzzy subsets of A. Let 

X, Y  P(A), x and y the membership functions of X 

and Y respectively. Assume now that we have a binary 

fuzzy inclusion  I: P P( ) ( ) ,A A  01  and a fuzzy non-

inclusion  N: P P( ) ( ) ,A A  01 , such that 

N I :   ( , ) ( , )X Y X Y 1 . In such a case the degree of 

inclusions and non-inclusions between the impact sets 

of two goals indicates the degree of the existence of in-

teraction between these two goals. The higher the de-

gree of inclusion between the positive impact sets of 

two goals, the more cooperative the interaction between 

them. The higher the degree of inclusion between the 

positive impact set of one goal and the negative impact 

set of the second, the more competitive the interaction. 

The non-inclusions are evaluated in a similar way. The 

higher the degree of non-inclusion between the positive 

impact sets of two goals, the less cooperative the inter-

action between them. The higher the degree of non-

inclusion between the positive impact set of one goal 

and the negative impact set of the second, the less com-

petitive the relationship. The pair (Sg, Dg) represents 

the whole known impact of alternatives on the goal g. 

Then Sg is the fuzzy set of alternatives which satisfy 

the goal g. Dg is the fuzzy set of alternatives, which are 

rather not recommendable from the point of view of sat-

isfying the goal g. 

Based on the inclusion and non-inclusion between 

the impact sets of the goals as described above, 8 basic 

fuzzy types of interaction between goals are defined. 

The different types of interaction describe the spectrum 

from a high confluence between goals (analogy) to a 

strict competition (trade-off) [3]. 

 

Def. 2)    Let Sg1 
, Dg1 

,
 
Sg2  

and Dg2 
be fuzzy sets 

given by the corresponding membership functions as 

defined in Def. 1). For simplicity we write S1 instead of 

Sg1
 etc.. Let g

1
, g

2
  G where G is a set of goals. T is 

a t-norm. 

The fuzzy types of interaction between two goals are 

defined as relations which are fuzzy subsets of G G  

as follows: 

1.  g
1 is independent of g

2
: <=> 

)NNNN( )2,1(),1,2(),2,1(),2,1( DDDSDSSST  

2.  g
1 assists  g

2
: <=> )NI( )2,1(),21( DSSST  

3.  g
1 cooperates with g

2
: <=> 

)NNI( )1,2(),2,1(),2,1( DSDSSST  

4.  g
1 is analogous to g

2
: <=> 

)INNI( )2,1(),1,2(),2,1(),2,1( DDDSDSSST

   

5.  g
1 hinders g

2
: <=> )IN( )2,1(),2,1( DSSST  
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6.  g
1 competes with g

2
: <=> 

)IIN( )1,2(),2,1(),2,1( DSDSSST  

7.  g
1 is in trade-off to g

2
: <=> 

)NIIN( )2,1(),1,2(),2,1(),2,1( DDDSDSSST  

8.  g
1 is unspecified dependent from g

2
: <=> 

)IIII( )2,1(),1,2(),2,1(),2,1( DDDSDSSST  

The interactions between goals are crucial for an ad-

equate orientation during the decision making process 

because they reflect the way the goals depend on each 

other and describe the pros and cons of the decision al-

ternatives with respect to the goals. For example, for 

cooperative goals a conjunctive aggregation is appro-

priate. If the goals are rather competitive, then an ag-

gregation based on an exclusive disjunction is appropri-

ate. 

Please note that the complexity of the calculation of 

every type of interaction between two goals in terms of 

the O calculus is O(card(A)*card(A))  [6]. 

Please note also that the relationships are not sym-

metrical in general because the degree of the relation-

ship depends on the (fuzzy) cardinality of both the posi-

tive and the negative impact sets that is not necessarily 

equal for two different goals.  

For instance, assume that we have two companies 

that cooperate in a project. Assume that the first one is 

rather small and the second rather a global player. From 

the point of view of the small company the project may 

be the only one the company has. From the point of 

view of the global player the project with this small 

company is maybe one among thousands. In such a 

constellation it should be clear that the cooperation rela-

tion between both companies is not a symmetric one 

despite of the linguistically expected symmetry.  

2.3   Two goals aggregation based on the type of 

their interaction  

The assumption, that cooperative types of interaction 

between goals imply conjunctive aggregation and con-

flicting types of interaction between goals rather lead to 

exclusive disjunctive aggregation, is easy to accept 

from the intuitive point of view. It is also easy to accept 

that in case of independent or unspecified dependent 

goals a disjunctive aggregation is appropriate. For a 

more detailed formal discussion see for instance [3], 

[4]. Knowing the type of interaction between two goals 

means to recognize for which goals rather a conjunctive 

aggregation is appropriate and for which goals rather a 

disjunctive or even exclusively disjunctive aggregation 

is appropriate. This knowledge then in connection with 

information about goal priorities is used in order to ap-

ply interaction-dependent aggregation policies which 

describe the way of aggregation for each type of inter-

action. The aggregation policies define which kind of 

aggregation operation is the appropriate one for each 

pair of goals. The aggregation of two goals gi and gj 

leads to the so-called local decision set Li,j.. For each 

pair of goals there is a local decision set Li,j.  P(A), 

where A is the set of decision alternatives (see Def 1 a)) 

and P(A) the power set upon A. For conflicting goals, 

for instance, the following aggregation policy which 

deduces the appropriate decision set is given: 

 

if (g
1 is in trade-off to g

2
 ) and  (g

1 is slightly more 

important than g
2 )  then L1,2  := S

1 / D2 
. 

In case of very similar goals (analogous or cooperative 

goals) the priority information even is not necessary: 

if (g
1 cooperates with g

2
 )  then L1,2  :=   S

1    S
2 

be-

cause  S
1    S

2
  surely satisfies both goals.  

if (g
1 is independent of g

2
 )  then L1,2  :=   S

1    S
2 

be-

cause  S
1    S

2
  surely do not interact neither positive-

ly nor negatively and we may and want to pursue both 

goals. 

In this way for every pair of goals g
i
 and g

j 
, i,j  

{1,…,n} decision sets are aggregated. The importance 

of goals is expressed by the so called priorities. A prior-

ity of a goal g
i
  is a real number P

i
  [0,1]. The com-

parison of the priorities is modeled based on the linear 

ordering of the real interval [0,1]. The statements like gi 

slightly more important than g
j
 are defined as linguistic 

labels that simply express the extent of the difference 

between P
i
 and P

j
. 

 2.4   Multiple goal aggregation as final aggregation 

based on the local decision sets 

The next step of the aggregation process is the final 

aggregation. The final aggregation is performed based 

on a sorting procedure of all local decision sets Li,j. 

Again the priority information is used to build a semi-

linear hierarchy of the local decision sets by sorting 

them. The sorting process sorts the local decision sets 

with respect to the priorities of the goals. Subsequently 

an intersection set of all local decision sets is built. If 

this intersection set is empty then the intersection of all 

local decision sets except the last one in the hierarchy is 

built. If the resulting intersection set again is empty 

then the second last local decision set is excluded from 

the intersection process. This process iterates until the 

intersection is not empty (or more generally speaking 

until its fuzzy cardinality is big enough with respect to a 

given threshold). The first nonempty intersection in the 

iteration process is the final decision set and the mem-

bership values of this set give a ranking of the decision 

alternatives that is the result of the aggregation process 

(for more details see [4]). 

The result is a kind of maximally consistent subset of 

goals (or criteria). Alternatively the concept of local de-

cision sets could be generalized. However, then the 

computational complexity of the calculation of the deci-

sion sets would increase. 

 

2.5   Complexity results of the aggregation process 

As already discussed for instance in [6] the com-

plexity of the aggregation process is 
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O((card(A))
2
*(card(G))

2
) where “card” means the 

cardinality of a set and the complexity of the infor-

mation required for the description of both the positive 

and the negative impact functions is 

O(card(A)*card(G)).  

3. Application of the aggregation process to optimi-

zation and the complexity of the optimization 

Let us now consider the set A* defined as extension 

of the set A as used in definition Def. 1a). A* is defined 

as set of all concatenations over A. If A* is the optimi-

zation space of a given optimization problem then the 

optimization over A* can be understood as the process 

of calculation of a sequence of single decisions over A. 

Each such sequence of k single decisions (let us call it 

SEQDk) generates an optimization decision od = ( od1,.., 

odk) A*, odi A as result of SEQDk.  

In many real world optimization problems a solution 

has the structure of an od = ( od1,.., odk)  as described 

above. In such cases SEQDk can be considered as an 

iterating heuristic algorithm that by calculating a se-

quence of k single decisions generates an optimization 

decision and therefore a solution to the given optimiza-

tion problem. If the optimization goals are defined in 

the sense of positive and negative impact functions ac-

cording to definition Def. 1a) then every single decision 

is a multiple goal aggregation over A as described in 

sections 2.3 and 2.4 and each SEQDk generates a possi-

ble solution to a multiple goal optimization problem 

with respect to the goal set G.  

The quality of the generated solution depends on 

whether or not the local decisions are good in the sense 

of the (global) goals of the optimization problem de-

fined over A*. Of course, it is not proved that a SEQDk  

generates a general optimal solution. But in case that 

the goals G over A are defined in a way that they well 

express the goals over A* then SEQDk can generate a 

good optimization solution and both the positive and 

the negative impact functions can be aggregated over od 

= ( od1,.., odk) and provide for an evaluation of the quali-

ty of the solution od using DMIG itself for the aggregat-

ed evaluation. 

In real world problems the goal set G usually can be 

understood as derived from key performance indicators 

(KPIs) that describe the quality of the business process 

to be optimized. Hence there is a direct correlation be-

tween G and the KPIs of the process to be optimized. 

Therefore the quality of a solution is not too difficult to 

be evaluated in terms of the KPIs and therefore in terms 

of G. 

Please note as well that in real world optimization 

problems the dimension of k may be huge but is limited 

and usually can be estimated by upper boundaries. The 

reason for the limitation is that many relevant optimiza-

tion problems are related to business processes for 

which the optimization is running against limited capac-

ities of resources. In many relevant cases k is calculated 

before the optimization starts and is therefore a con-

stant. As result of this the O calculus complexity of a 

particular SEQDk can be estimated as O(k) * O(card(A) 

* card(G)) = O(card(A) * card(G)) being still efficient. 

4. The problem of workforce management as opti-

mization of key performance indicators  

In the process of workforce management there is a 

set of tasks TS. For each task tTS there is a first pos-

sible point of time when working on the task may be 

started (called ASAP for ‘as soon as possible’) and the 

latest point of time when the task has to be finished 

(ALAP for ‘as late as possible’). The workforce con-

sists of a set of teams TM of employees who have qual-

ification profiles QP. Furthermore the teams are physi-

cally located in a service area at its locations L. Each 

team is initially located at its initial location IL more or 

less close to the places where the tasks have to be done. 

Each team possesses the possibility to move in the ser-

vice area (for instance using vehicles). After a task t has 

been done every team tm TM may move from its ini-

tial location IL (for instance the place where a team t 

lives which is a kind of home location HL) to the place 

of the first task and then to the next task and then to the 

next and so on.  

The possibility to work on a task is restricted by a set 

of different conditions. One condition is the capacity 

limitation C-L of each team. The capacity may be lim-

ited for instance by the time that a team disposes of. 

Another limitation is that there may be a maximum 

movement distance M-D. Another one is that only 

teams with particular qualifications P-Q may work on 

particular tasks with the limitation T-Q. There are sev-

eral additional limitations. The whole work may be or-

ganized in working periods PP, for instance days, being 

parts of a planning horizon PH, for instance one week 

or one month. Each task t has to be done in time I-T. ‘In 

time’ means that each task t has to be done within the 

ASAP-ALAP interval and within the planning horizon 

PH. Each task t may consist of subtasks which may be 

done in different planning periods PP so that a task may 

take more than one PP. Every PP may be considered as 

a limited time sub-horizon and may be associated with 

the limitations C-L, M-D, P-Q, T-Q etc.  

The optimization problem is defined as follows: At-

tach as many tasks as possible to a number of teams as 

small as possible in a way that all ASAP-ALAP condi-

tions hold and all other limitations are not violated but 

exploited to the maximum possible extent. The more 

the limitations C-L, M-D, P-Q, T-Q etc. are exploited, 

the higher the number N-T of tasks tTS that are at-

tached to teams tm TM and the smaller the number  

N-TM of teams needed, the better the quality of the op-

timization result and the better the performance of the 

whole workforce. In fact the performance exploitation 

of the limitations C-L, M-D, P-Q, T-Q etc. and the ex-

tent to which N-T is maximized and N-TM is minimized 

are key performance indicators (KPIs) of the workforce 

management problem. From the point of view of the 

optimization problem the KPIs described above are the 

optimization goals.  

The decision space of the optimization consists of all 

possible assignments of tasks tTS to teams tm TM 

in the planning horizon PH within the planning periods 

PP. 

Many of the KPIs to be optimized are partly conflict-

ing and therefore negatively correlated. For instance the 
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qualification KPIs P-Q and both the movement distance 

KPIs M-D and the capacity KPIs C-L are conflictive. 

Also the movement distance KPI M-D and the KPI I-T 

that expresses that the tasks are done in time are con-

flictive. On the other hand the minimization of M-D and 

the KPI that expresses that the teams shall perform 

tasks close to their initial location I-L help each other 

and therefore correlate positively. There are some other 

positively correlated KPI goals, of course. 

A more detailed discussion of the optimization goals 

and of the nature of workforce management as real 

world optimization problem is given in [9]. 

5. KPI-oriented optimization for workforce man-

agement using DMIG 

The decision space of the workforce management op-

timization consists of all possible assignments of tasks 

tTS to teams tmTM in the planning horizon PH 

within the planning periods PP. This means that the de-

cision space is defined as TS×TM. Therefore we have 

k=card(TS)*card(TM) and consequently an efficient 

heuristic SEQDk when we apply the optimization con-

cept based on DMIG as described in section 3. 

In order to illustrate this let us consider as example 

the KPI expressing the exploitation of the capacity limi-

tation C-L and its modeling as optimization goal using 

DMIG as follows.  

Let aip:=(tip,tmiq)  TS×TM := A (for A see defini-

tion 1a)) be the decision alternative to attach the task tp 

to the team tmq in the iteration step i of SEQDk, 1≤ i ≤k, 

i,k N. 

In order to evaluate whether or not aip is a good deci-

sion in the iteration step i we estimate that in case that 

C-L is still very far from the limit the evaluation shall 

be highly positive (hp). In case that it is yet significant-

ly over the limit then the evaluation shall be highly 

negative (hn). Close to the limit the evaluation is posi-

tive with a rather small value (sp). Close behind the 

limit the evaluation is rather small negative (sn). Please 

note that hp, sp, hn, sn are some fuzzy values the defini-

tion of which is omitted here without losing generality 

of the concept. 

With such an interpretation of the capacity exploita-

tion KPI we are able to evaluate C-L by applying both 

the positive and the negative impact functions as de-

fined in Def 1a) and assign to the corresponding δ-

values in SC-L and DC-L appropriate membership values 

for hp, sp and hn, sp etc.  

In this way C-L is interpreted as a goal in the sense of 

DMIG. Of course, all relevant KPIs and therefore all 

limitations M-D, P-Q, T-Q etc. now can be interpreted 

in a similar way according to the semantic of the KPIs 

by defining the corresponding SM-D, DM-D, SP-Q, DP-Q, ST-

Q, DT-Q, etc. 

Having done this now DMIG is applied for the itera-

tion steps i of SEQDk 1≤ i ≤k, i,k N and the decision 

ai=(ti,tmi) is made by selecting it out of the set A of de-

cision alternatives aip=(tip,tmiq)  TS×TM. The result 

for the i
th

 iteration step is the i
th

 component of the total 

solution od = ( od1, …  ai=(ti,tmi)  ..., odk) A* 

SEQDk terminates if a decision is made for all i,  

1≤ i ≤k or if the KPI limitations are exceeded. 

Please note that k is an upper boundary for the num-

ber of iterations. In practical cases the number of itera-

tion may be significantly lower than k for instance by 

using information on existing constraints that reduce the 

optimization space. 

Please also note that there are some similarities be-

tween the concept of KPI limitations and the concept of 

fuzzy valued constraints [1]. However, in contrast to the 

latter in KPI oriented optimization there is no fixed hi-

erarchy on the KPIs. Many of the KPIs may be equally 

or similarly conflicting. Therefore in general there is no 

unique most violated constraint, for instance. 

6. Some remarks on the practical results  

The concept of the DMIG based optimization algo-

rithm presented in the previous sections has been ap-

plied to a real world resource planning and optimization 

problem as part of a workforce management software 

system in the field of maintenance and fault clearance 

in electrical grids. 

The concept helped to integrate an automated optimi-

zation into the workforce management software system. 

Although people still remain the heart of the workforce 

management the optimization supports them in many 

different ways. 

Because of the multi-goal nature of the optimization 

the system is capable to better match the workforce 

teams with the appropriate qualification. It also helps to 

better analyze events in the grid and to plan the work-

force. 

Already the specification of the relevant optimization 

goals helped to detect conflicts in the processes and 

provided for a more effective workforce management 

[9]. 

7. Conclusions  

 In this paper we have described how an optimization 

model based on the evaluation of relationships between 

decision goals helps to solve a relevant real world re-

source planning problem in an efficient way. 

The core of the model is a decision making concept 

based on fuzzy interactions between decision goals 

DMIG. It is shown how DMIG can be used to imple-

ment iterative heuristics that are oriented on key per-

formance indicators (KPIs) that are interpreted as opti-

mization goals. It is also shown how the optimization 

model has been applied to the so called workforce man-

agement problem.  

In workforce management the problem is how to at-

tach tasks to resources in a way that all tasks are fin-

ished in time, the capacities of the resources are opti-

mally used and a set of additional limitations are opti-

mally exploited. In this sense workforce management is 

representative for many real world resource planning 

problems.  

The positive real world results achieved with the op-

timization model underline its relevance. 
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